ii! ! To Jonathan, for giving me wings to fly; this would not be possible without you, and for my parents for all their constant love and support.
v! !

PUBLIC ABSTRACT
This work focuses on the cross-section between classic still-life art and complex personal issues. It uses traditional and nontraditional still life photography to tell individual vignettes about my life. I explore unresolved issues, which offer subtle suggestion of an experiential narrative. All of the backgrounds and objects included are intentional and represent specific places, people, and events. I allow the viewer to bring their own experiences to the photographs, by not giving them specifics of my stories. I used this work as a way for me to move past these experiences and my hope is that they might also help others. I have created beauty from my dwelling.
vi! ! The term still life is derived from the Dutch word stilleven, a term borrowed from the painting genre. The term, stilleven, was devised during the seventeenth century. Conversely, I would try desperately hard to forget the difficult memories only to have them become more and more vivid in my mind.
My memories of bad experiences haunt me and keep me from moving on. I dwell on them all the time, and wish I could go back and change them, or at least move on. I find myself getting angry about events that happened years ago. I must be a masochist because I revisit objects or old diaries that remind me about these events for no reason other than to see what?
Perhaps to see what I wrote, or remember how I felt, maybe even to put myself back into painful experiences?
I was talking with my husband a couple years ago, talking again about something that was still bothering me from my past, he suggested I try putting these disconcerting experiences into my work -to use this work as a way to finally realize these events and then put them away and move on.
In brainstorming I found the best way to carry out the idea was to use the still life as a I want to take these hard memories and create something beautiful from them. I want to turn them from ugly memories into something less frightening, even into comforting moments, like the good memories that we all try so desperately to hold onto.
To create beauty from my dwelling.
Most people will experience one or more of these events in their lifetime and just as my images have brought me a sense of "letting go" and "moving on" I am hoping that perhaps they might also reach out to someone else. Whether their damage is similar to mine or
